
Eighth hole: This short par 3 is the easiest on the course and affords golfers a great birdie 

opportunity. The green is guarded by bunkers on both sides and golfers will have to avoid some 

overhanging tree limbs on the right side for their tee shots. Guard against going over the green 

with a back pin placement.  

 

      Dan Huffman 

I had my 3rd hole in one there and first at CCC 

 

Pete Gettys 

This is Johnny Jones’s Hole. He has had 8 holes in one here. That is at last count by me. 

 

Dan Penninga 

Nice little golf hole. I recommend missing the green to the right to avoid having to walk across 

the fairway…and to keep your friends close and your beer closer. 

 

Janet Blair 

I never have to worry about the bunkers (sand traps) as i'm usually left of one or right of the 

other. It is a great hole, does play long and you have to hit it straight. Wind is usually a factor. 

Long walk from cart path only to left of bunker. All in all a great golf hole that is tougher than it 

looks. 

 

Brian Ewerdt 

Fairly simple straightforward par three. Always seems to play a little longer than the yardage 

(wind/elevation??) Center of the green is the best play because the bunkers are tough to get out 

of and hold the smaller green. Somewhat of a two-tiered sloping green so below the hole is 

always best. One of the most scenic greens on the course, so make sure to take in all the beauty 

around you. I hope you make a par here because the next hole is a tough par! 

 

      Scott Groh 

Straight forward hole plays about a half club longer than normal. The right bunker is easier to get 

out if than the left one. 

 

Keith Walter 

#8 is my wife's favorite hole since she got a Hole In One there on her 71st birthday. 

I got mine the year before, so it is our hole! 

Hole seems to play longer than the yardage. Make sure you take enough club. 

 

Mike Roberts 

#8 is a beautiful Par 3. No real hazards besides the bunkers on each side of the green! 
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